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In charge-ordered phases, broken symmetry in quantum states is widely considered to breed fascinating 

physics and broad potential applications. Often, such symmetry breaking in quantum states would result 

in intimately coupled electronic and lattice periodic modulation [1]. This charge-lattice modulation can 

be very complicated due to the close couplings between various degrees of freedom. Especially when 

ubiquitous singularities and solutions exist, the picture is further complicated and, in the meantime, 

emergent modulations can be generated [2]. Questions then arise as to how the charge-lattice modulation 

structure would be altered by the existence of these singularities and solitons. Lacking accurate 

descriptions of such modulations would lead to an incomplete understanding, preventing us from delving 

into the underlying physics. Hence accurately probing modulations in the charge-ordered systems, 

especially the ones with singularities, in both electronic state and atomic lattice, is of great importance to 

the community, allowing disentanglement of the intertwined various degrees of freedom. 

Here, by purposely introducing excess holes in a prototype charge-ordered system LuFe2O4+δ, we present 

a new type of charge-lattice incommensurate modulation (ICM) structure with quasiperiodic singularities 

in both periodic lattice displacements (PLDs) and charge distribution. This new modulation structure 

manifests marked differences from the traditional one and requires significant modifications to the 

conventional modeling of ordered structures. Using state-of-the-art electron microscopy, we directly map 

picometer scale periodic lattice displacements in LuFe2O4+δ (Fig. 1(e) and (f)). Stripes with positive and 

negative displacement alternatively distribute along [027]
*
 direction yielding a periodicity of around 10 

Å (λ=1/|qp|), which corresponds to the primary modulation (PM) wave vector qp (∼0.135g1). More 

importantly, displacement stripes are found periodically glide along (01-7) planes, caused by singularities 

in the PM wave phase. Periodic singularities in phase and oscillation in amplitude generate a second-order 

modulation (SOM) with the wave vector of qs (∼0.110g2). Furthermore, atomically resolved electron 

energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) investigations (Fig. 1(d)) reveal the analogous singularities and 

oscillation in the charge distributions caused by doped holes (Fig. 1(g)), which clarify the origin for the 

abnormal lattice modulation. Therefore, this new charge-lattice modulation essentially manifests the 

feature that the phase and amplitude of the primary wave P(qp,r) are modulated by a phase function and 

an amplitude function, respectively, forming a new secondary modulation (Fig. 2(a)). Based on these 

quantitative microscopy investigations, a new type of modulation wave that addresses singularities is 

defined, where additional degrees of freedom are added in both phase and amplitude parameter spaces, 

                                                                  M(qp,qs,r)=A(qs,r)sin[2πqp·r+ϕ(qs,r)],                                                        (1) 

q is the wave vector and r is the atom position. Moreover, direct electron diffraction calculations of ICM 

based on Bloch wave method have been conducted to underline the essential differences between this 
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SOM modulation structure and traditional two-dimensional modulation structure (Fig. 2(b) and 2(c)) [3]. 

The newly developed modulation formulism in this study provides a more accurate and universal depiction 

of the order parameter and can be widely applicable to numerous ordered systems, as singularities are 

ubiquitous. The insights from this work advance our understanding of the nature of singularity and 

modulation, as well as veiled entanglements between various degrees of freedom [4,5]. 

 
Figure 1. Second-order incommensurate modulation in LuFe2O4+δ. (a) [100] zone axis electron 

diffraction pattern showing a series of satellite reflections. (b) HAADF-STEM image along the a-axis 

showing distorted atomic planes. (c) HAADF-STEM image simultaneously acquired with the spectrum 

image. (d) Atomically resolved spectroscopic data of Fe-L2,3 edges. (e) and (f) PLD map along the [001] 

(e) and [120] direction (f), showing periodic phase singularities. (g) Integration of L3/L2 ratios at each 

(027) plane. The scale bars are 1 nm. 

 
Figure 2. Comparison between the second-order modulation and traditional 2-D modulation. (a) A 

schematic model illustrating the essential characteristics of second-order modulation. (b) Second-order 

modulation calculated based on Eqn. (1), which is consistent with experimental observations.  (c) 

Traditional 2-D incommensurate modulation structure with q1 = qp and q2 = qs. 
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